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Introduction

Introduction

Hello!

I first wanted to congratulate you for acquiring this eBook.
You are about to become one of the many happy managers out there!

It all started back in 2005, when a friend told me about the game. I was instantly
hooked. I’ve got thousands of hours spent on it since. Then, FML arrived. The vital
experience gained on the offline version made it easy for me to dominate.
A lot people were asking for tips every day, so after getting bored of repeating myself
I put down a website and an eBook. 100% of customers had a positive experience.
0% complained about anything, and I hope to achieve this again with this one.
This is probably the most straightforward piece of work you will find in this area of
interest. It’s very similar to a walkthrough, having many pre-defined solutions.
I intended to have a different approach to any other similar resource. Why?
Only because I noticed that the information provided by other sources is sometimes
very confusing. There are just way too many useless details, stories and described
features that don’t work as they are described.
Another intriguing aspect that challenged me to put this work down was the lack of
solutions provided – you could only find theory.

This eBook intends to provide the answers to
your questions and improve your overall gaming experience.

So, if you want to sort things out in just one go, I would advise you to follow the read
and do approach, making sure you keep this opened whilst you play.
Good Luck and Remember to have fun!

Getting Started

Getting Started
Setting up the game

This entirely depends on what team you want to manage, in what region you want to
start, if you plan to serve only one club, if you’re looking for a wild multi-club career
or you want to start by managing a National Team. On the other hand, you could also
be limited by your computer’s performance.
But I’m going to show you how I usually set up my saves and the reasoning behind it. I
plan to do this with the help of a general scenario:
Let’s say I want to manage a Bundesliga club where I plan to stay
for a long time, if not forever, and achieve great success.
Besides Germany, I will also select England, Spain and Italy in VIEW-ONLY mode. This
is because I want the teams from those countries to stay strong and develop lots of
players, especially youth.
But you can also add or remove leagues later on in the game (during pre-season,
check the dates in the ADD/REMOVE LEAGUES page – they become available in late
June for most of the important leagues in Europe,) and even change them from VIEWONLY to PLAYABLE. However, if I’m going to sign with a club from another league, I
prefer having lots of youths, players and strong competition in that league, so this is
why I include them initially.
You can of course select France, Netherlands, Argentine or Brazil, as they also have
strong leagues and produce loads of great youths. Or you can just add players from
those specific leagues, nations, regions or continents in the ADVANCED DATABASE SIZE
menu. But let’s have a look at how I do find it balanced and fast enough:
I usually just set up to have Current international players, Players
from top clubs, Players with continental reputation and Players
from clubs in continental competitions from
EUROPE and SOUTH AMERICA.
Feel free to customise it to your needs though, as you might start in MLS and look for
other preferred regions and football cultures.
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Getting Started

Setting up your profile
Your career will be influenced by the way you set up your manager profile. When
setting up your NATIONALITY and SECOND NATIONALITY , have in mind they will boost
your scouting knowledge in those countries.
Other than that, you can add up to three ADDITIONAL SPOKEN LANGUAGES. These along
nationalities will increase your chances of getting jobs or signing players from those
countries.
And remember that by setting up your FAVOURITE TEAMS , you will also have more
chances of being offered to manage them.
Managerial Style
This new feature is all about having users become part of staff, just like COACHES,
ASSISTANT MANAGERS, RESERVE or YOUTH MANAGERS.
In previous versions your profile didn’t look at all like any of the staff members in the
game. You had some sort of different attributes, such as: Financial Approach, Media
Handling, Tactical Consistency or Loyalty to Players. These have remained, but now
you also get the ones that every staff member has.
As you probably know, a single coach should only be used for a specific training
aspect of the game. If you make him train more than one area, his rating will
decrease and so will his efficiency. Therefore, you will need to focus on a TACTICAL
MANAGER approach.
This is how I set it up:
Continental Pro License is my COACHING BADGE and my PAST PLAYING EXPERIENCE is set
to International Footballer, to get the maximum number of points available to
allocate.
The STYLE FOCUS slider is set just one nudge before maximum on TACTICAL MANAGER.
I choose to max out on: Attacking, Technical, Mental, Determination, Player
Knowledge, Youngster Knowledge, Level of Discipline, Man Management and
Motivating
The remaining points will be assigned randomly.

Getting Started
I will now try to explain why I consider certain attributes as being
important and other things you might want to know if you choose
to have a slightly different approach to mine.

Determination, Level of Discipline and Motivating highly influence the rating of
training for staff members. Having high numbers on these three combined with one
or two of the Coaching Attributes will result in a 5 star coaching skill for the
respective area.
I personally focus on ATTACKING and TECHNIQUE, as I find top coaches in that area very
expensive.
Of course, the availability of good coaches depends on the
database size, regions selected and the
SCOUTING KNOWLEDGE of your club.
But it is really up to you in which of those you want to specialise.
Adaptability is only required for managers who plan to move to move to foreign
leagues. I don’t so I’m leaving that out.
Working with Youngsters is good if you also want to consider youth training and
development. I always found that the better your Head of Youth Development and
coaching staff are, the better youth regens you get.
Player Knowledge and Youngster knowledge are basically percentages of attributes
you can see for players you haven’t scouted – in case you have Player Attribute
Masking enabled.
Man Management could be thought as an authority attribute. It’s a skill that let’s you
deal with personnel and have an edge on them, or not.
I advise you to try and balance GAME SPEED and DATABASE SIZE.
A poor game speed will give you less playing time and most likely cause frustration. It
might make you skip things like press conferences or player interactions. On the
other hand, a small database size might just put you in the positioning of not having
enough players or coaches available for the team of your calibre.
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Building your staff
Staff Responsibilities

You must know exactly what you want your staff to help you with before changing
personnel. I like to take care of most of the things myself, therefore, I don’t use the
DIRECTOR OF FOOTBALL. You should try to fire him if possible, as it will also help you
reduce the wage bill.
I have mainly one use for the HEAD OF YOUTH DEVELOPMENT however, and that is
Youth Development – the bottom of the Staff Responsibilities list. Basically, I’m
putting him in charge of the youth intake program. Another thing I use him for is
training, as he is also a youth coach, and I let him handle outgoing loan negotiations
for youths.
The CHIEF SCOUT will be responsible with setting assignments for the scouting team
and keeping me updated. I might intervene when needed but will leave most of the
work to him.
Second Squad MANAGER, ASSISTANT MANAGER and COACHES, have only got training
importance for me, as they do work for the first team as well. If they aren’t good for
training I’ll just offer them a mutual contract termination deal. I would ideally only
have one staff member in charge of the 2nd squad.
PHYSIO’s aren’t really important. They can only estimate for how long a player will be
injured, but nothing much really.
The U19 MANAGER runs both general and match training.
Now, the most important member of my staff is the ASSISTANT MANAGER. He’s going
to be in charge of my team in friendly matches, playing my tactics, of course. Other
than that, I will always get his opinion first in coach reports for my own players. Also, I
can put him in charge of the 2nd team if there’s no one else there to manage.
It is possible to leave PRESS CONFERENCES , TUNNEL INTERVIEWS or OPPOSITION
INSTRUCTIONS to him, although I would strongly recommend not to.
Never allow him to give TEAM TALKS, as they are far too important
towards your success!

Building your staff

Key Attributes of Staff Roles
After deciding what you want from your staff members, it’s time to find the most
suitable candidates for the job. Let’s have a look at the meaningful roles and their
requirements:
General
HEAD OF YOUTH DEVELOPMENT
Working with Youngsters, Man Management & Judging Player Potential
CHIEF SCOUT & SCOUTS
Judging Player Ability, Judging Player Potential, Tactical Knowledge & Adaptability
ASSISTANT MANAGER
Judging Player Ability, Judging Player Potential, Man Management &
Determination
Coaching
DETERMINATION, LEVEL OF DISCIPLINE and MOTIVATION are vital attributes for the level of
coaching stars. Combine these with specific attributes required for a certain area of
training and you will get top results.
AEROBIC & STRENGTH = Fitness
TACTICS = Tactical
BALL CONTROL = Technical + Mental
DEFENDING = Defending + Tactical
ATTACKING = Attacking + Tactical
SHOOTING = Technical + Attacking
GOALKEEPING = Goalkeeping + Tactical or Technique
Coaching attributes can increase over time with experience. Also, they can improve
with getting a better coaching badge. Staff members usually do it on their own, but if
you see the SEND TO COACHING COURSE button on one’s profile, don’t hesitate to pay
for it.
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Setting up efficient training

In order to get the best out of your players you need good training facilities and good
coaches. But good performances, first-team experience and knowing how to run
training is also very important.
You must try to get 4 star + coaches for all the training categories if possible. And
remember, the bigger your squads are, the more coaches you need for each area of
the game. This is because you need to reduce their workload and have players getting
enough attention otherwise they will complain.
TEAM TRAINING is split into two:
General Training and Match Preparation.
The first one is about improving player attributes and chemistry. You should be
looking to have the MAIN FOCUS on Team Cohesion, as it’s critical for getting your
squad blended and competitive with the tactics. Another thing I always do is setting
up the INTENSITY LEVEL to High, and leaving it that way.
Now, the MATCH PREP should be set to focus on Match Tactics, until you have them
fully learned. You should then switch to Attacking Movement and leave it until you
do some signings that require learning tactics.
CUSTOMISED SCHEDULE is also really simple to set up. Give the players a day off before
and after the game. Now, the slider which balances between the two types of
training should be set on 50% MATCH PREP until your team is fully familiar with your
tactics. After they reach that complete understanding just nudge it to 30% and
remember to switch the focus to Attacking Movement.
Now, in pre-season or mid-season breaks after you have a season or two at the club,
and you players are gelled and you haven’t made many signings, you can have the
General Training’s MAIN FOCUS on Fitness.
INDIVIDUAL TRAINING is really not that important to me. I only try to set slow and
young players to improve their Quickness, strikers to improve their Composure and
defenders to better their Positioning. I sometimes listen to the staff suggestions for
individual training and apply their advice occasionally, but again, it’s not my biggest
concern, really, so don’t waste too much time on this.

Choosing the right friendlies

Choosing the right friendlies

A lot of people aren’t aware of how important friendly matches are. Trust me, they
can make a huge difference for your club’s performance.
The biggest mistake most managers do is only to focus on getting as much revenue as
possible. I’ll tell you why you shouldn’t follow this path.
The most important aspect of the game is probably MORALE. Keeping it high means
better performances, which eventually results in more money for the club.
Don’t try to get money for the club by damaging morale.
Your target should be to get and keep your MORALE as high as
possible with the help of friendlies.
You could have one or two friendlies with bigger clubs at the start of pre-season, but
then focus on arranging matches with weaker opponents to ensure your players
perform very good and get high match ratings.
At the end of pre-season, just before your first official game, arrange a couple of
friendlies with much weaker opponents, in order to max your squad’s morale.
Winning two games by 5+ goals should be enough to achieve that.
Friendlies are also important for MATCH FITNESS and improving
team chemistry. Try to have around 10 arranged before the start
of the season if possible.
During the season you will have a few International Football breaks. Try to take
advantage of increasing your unconvocated players’ morale and fitness by arranging
one or two very easy fixtures.
Therefore, don’t be afraid to cancel all your friendlies at the start of a game. Try to
find weak really opponents with the highest reputation. If you happen to have a rival
in a lower division, take advantage of that as you will get more money from your fans
– they will be happy to pay the ticket and love to see you smashing them.
Some managers usually give their players less days off during pre-season, however, in
order to avoid injuries I prefer having one day rest before and after match days.
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Decide on your tactics
Planning

Before making any modifications to your squad you must decide on your tactics. And
there are two ways of doing it. You either create your tactics based on the type of
players you got, or choose an efficient style and build a suitable squad for it.
I would recommend the second option. Why?
Because FM is more about being friendly with the match engine,
rather than just being romantic.
When I’m looking to create a successful tactic, I will try to achieve a total football
approach. That’s mainly trying to impose the style of play regardless of the
opposition and having the transition phases perfectly synced.
Simpler said, I want to ensure my team is well prepared when attack turns into
defence or when defence turns into attack.
This can be achieved by having a very good positioning of your players across the
pitch, in order to boost the OFF THE BALL and POSITIONING attributes.
I can tell a good tactic when I see how often interceptions are made. Believe it or not,
this is a critical part of the game. The more balls you recover, the more chances you
create, leaving the opposition with fewer.
Therefore, you should now understand why I don’t change mentality or fluidity
during a game, or even from one game to another. I also want to strongly advise you
not to.
However, in order to achieve great success and maintain long winning streaks you
need to have a few different tactics. The reason behind it is mostly unknown amongst
fellow managers. In a couple of words it would sound like: Opposition Scouting.
In order to prevent ending your good form by stumbling unexpectedly against a
weaker opponents you have to change tactics. After 4-5 games won in a row, you
should consider starting the next game with a different one. So I’ve put together
three tactics for you: The 4-1-4-1 – your main tactic, the 2-3-5-0 – built especially to
put off opposition scouting, and the 4-2-2-2 – suitable for offensive play.
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Decide on your tactics

Corner Instructions
I use the same corner instructions for all the tactics I have. Next you have an example
of setting it up for the 4-1-4-1 formation I will be presenting next. You just have to set
up your players to have these instructions, regardless of their position to an extent.
When attacking corners, the idea is to have the players with best JUMPING REACH on
the far post (In this case my CB’s). This is mainly because the opposition will have
their two tallest players marking them.
I’ll have my striker which has decent ACCELERATION, OFF THE BALL, JUMPING REACH,
HEADING, and F INISHING to Attack Near Post. Chances will be created when your
striker will get rid of his marker; he should have no problems in beating the man who
is marking the near post, usually a full back with low aerial ability.
When defending corners, remember to have your best two jumpers marking the near
and the far post.
Attacking Corner Instructions
Aim at: PENALTY SPOT
Position
DR
DC
DC
DL
DM

Instruction
Stay Back If Needed
Attack Far Post
Stand on Far Post
Stay Back If Needed
Go Forward

Position
MR
MC
MC
ML
ST

Instruction
Challenge Keeper
Attack Ball From Deep
Lurk Outside Area
Go Forward
Attack Near Post

Position
MR
MC
MC
ML
ST

Instruction
Stay Forward
Go Back
Go Back
Edge of Area
Go Back

Defending Corner Instructions
Position
DR
DC
DC
DL
DM

Instruction
Zonally Mark Six Yard Box
Mark Tall Player
Mark Near Post
Zonally Mark Six Yard Box
Zonally Mark Six Yard Box

Decide on your tactics

4-1-2-2-1 Tactic (Specially built for FM 15.3.2)
Mentality: ATTACKING
Team Shape: STRUCTURED
Team Instructions:
*Shorter Passing
*Work Ball Into Box
*Play Out Of Defence
*Whipped Crosses
*Run At Defence
*Look For Overlap
*Play Narrower
*Much Higher Defensive
Line
* Close Down Much
More
*Get Stuck In
* Be More Expressive

Player Instructions
DEFENSIVE FORWARD: Move Into Channels, Close Down Much More
COMPLETE WING BACKS: Cross Aim Far Post, Close Down Much More
CENTRAL DEFENDERS: Close Down Much More
Other players have no instructions. I never use Opposition Instructions either.
Your WINGERS and FULL BACKS will be running a lot, so make sure their STAMINA isn’t
low.
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4-1-4-1 Tactic
Mentality: ATTACKING
Team Shape: VERY FLUID
Team Instructions:
*Retain Possession
*Pass Into Space
*Run At Defence
*Work Ball Into Box
*Get Stuck In
*Use Tighter Marking
*Be More Disciplined
*Much Higher
Defensive Line
*Much Higher Tempo
*Close Down Much
More
*Prevent Short GK
Distribution
*try to move your players from ML & MR positions to AML & AMR to see which one
works best for your team. In very strong leagues you will probably prefer the original.
I wouldn’t recommend changing mentality.
Your FULL BACKS and CENTRAL MIDFIELDERS will be running a lot, so make sure their
STAMINA isn’t low.
If your wingers aren’t very fast, consider playing them on the other side of the pitch
to benefit of the more successful cutting inside approach. Your CENTRAL DEFENDERS
must possess strong mental and physical attributes as they will have to synchronize
well for setting up the offside trap, whilst being able to react if it goes wrong and
catch the opposition players during a dangerous counter-attack.

Decide on your tactics

4-2-2-2 Ultra Offensive Tactic
Mentality: ATTACKING
Team Shape: VERY FLUID
Team Instructions:
*Go Route One
*Pass Into Space
*Run At Defence
*Exploit The Middle
*Play Narrower
*Get Stuck In
*Be More Expressive
*Roam From Positions
*Take More Risks
*Much Higher Defensive
Line
*Much Higher Tempo
*Close Down Much More
*Prevent Short GK
Distribution
*Use Tighter Marking

I wouldn’t recommend changing mentality, as the transition between attack and
defence works best with the current instruction.
Your CENTRAL DEFENDERS will be running much more than usual, so make sure their
STAMINA isn’t low. Everyone will have to run a lot, especially central players.
I would advise you to sub central defenders before they become exhausted – at
around 70% condition.
Don’t get discouraged if you concede and try to keep calm and pay attention to the
possible underperformers. You will concede, but this tactic is purely meant to score
more and win. It’s so efficient that you might not need to switch to another tactic.
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Squad Management
What to look for in a player

We first have to set our standards before taking any action in regard of any transfer
activity. This can be done by knowing what the match engine likes. I have noted quite
a few huge differences between old FM games and the latest two releases. If you
follow the old rules, you might not understand why your team isn’t performing, so
take your time to understand and get familiarised with this chapter.
Goalkeepers
Probably the most important attribute for a keeper is REFLEXES.
I also found COMMUNICATION as being very important. If it’s low then you should stay
away from that player. It is strongly linked with his Adaptability – one of the hidden
player attributes.
If the player that you want to sign doesn’t speak the language of your club’s country
and your scout tells you he’s finding it hard to adapt to life in another country then
it’s a no go.
Other important attributes are: AERIAL ABILITY, AGILITY, ANTICIPATION, COMPOSURE,
CONCENTRATION, DECISIONS, JUMPING REACH and POSITIONING.
Central Defenders
HEADING, MARKING and TACKLING aren’t important to me when considering a Central
Defender.
Many managers mistake MARKING for POSITIONING .
The Marking attribute is only about the skill of a player to follow the opponent with
the ball.
Primary Attributes: ANTICIPATION, POSITIONING and WORK RATE are by far the most
important. ACCELERATION comes right after as it’s like a multiplier to those.
Secondary Attributes: J UMPING REACH, COMPOSURE, BRAVERY and DETERMINATION.
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Squad Management
Full Backs
Primary Attributes: ACCELERATION, PACE, STAMINA, WORK RATE and TEAMWORK.
Secondary Attributes: ANTICIPATION, CONCENTRATION.
Look for CROSSING to get more assists and for TACKLING to improve the Tackles Per
Game percentage.
Full backs are very important in FM 2015. They will most likely contribute to all
phases of the game. Ensure to have good ones because they pretty much dictate the
performance of your team.
Defensive Midfielders
Primary Attributes: ANTICIPATION, COMPOSURE, CONCENTRATION, DECISIONS,
DETERMINATION, STAMINA and WORK RATE.
Secondary Attributes: PASSING and TACKLING. But also consider them having decent
FLAIR , ACCELERATION and PACE.
Do expect to get lower match ratings for them as they tend not to score from open
play in this match engine. However, you can judge their performances looking at the
Tackles Per Game, Mistakes and Pass Completion Ratio stats.
Attacking Midfielders
TECHNIQUE is by far the most important attribute. It is basically a multiplier of every
other technical attribute. PASSING comes right after it. Other important attributes are:
DECISIONS, FLAIR, TEAMWORK and VISION.
Secondary Attributes: DRIBBLING, FIRST TOUCH, OFF THE BALL, AGILITY, BALANCE, and
ANTICIPATION.
The primary attributes of this role will ensure you get a player which is going to get
quite a few assists. The secondary attributes will outline a modern No. 10 – a player
that will have many successful dribbles per game.
However, if you’re looking for a Shadow Striker role, you might want to look for
FINISHING and COMPOSURE.

Squad Management
Wingers
Primary Attributes: DRIBBLING, FIRST TOUCH, TECHNIQUE, OFF THE BALL, ACCELERATION,
PACE and AGILITY.
Secondary Attributes: COMPOSURE, FLAIR, VISION, PASSING and CROSSING.
You might have already figured out how important wingers are in FM since the
previous release. You could find them leading the goals and assists tables at the end
of the season without much surprise.
Forwards
Primary Attributes: FINISHING, FIRST TOUCH, COMPOSURE, OFF THE BALL and
ACCELERATION.
Secondary Attributes: AGILITY, ANTICIPATION and CONCENTRATION.
Remember that TECHNIQUE is like a multiplier to all the technical attributes, including
FINISHING.
Replacing ACCELERATION with HEADING and J UMPING REACH will turn your forward into
a Target Man.
General Guidelines
DETERMINATION is very important for every player. Players which are strongly
determined won’t get nervous all the time like the less ambitious ones do. Always try
building a squad of driven characters.
WORK RATE is how much a player will get involved and run for the team.
NATURAL FITNESS is linked with how fast a player gets and keeps himself fit. Can also
be considered as a multiplier of STAMINA.
When deciding on defensive players focus on the one with better MENTAL and
PHYSICAL attributes.
If you would like to benefit of set-pieces then consider having a player who can take
Free Kicks and Corners. In addition to the self-spoken technical attributes, look for
high PASSING, CROSSING and TECHNIQUE.
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Squad Depth
Depending on the tactics you use, you need to have cover for all positions. But, unlike
previous match engines, this one is a bit more trickier. Things have changed!
A very important aspect of long time success in FM is down to the
quality of your team, not your first 11.
Sell, Loan and Release
The more players you have in your first squad and at your club will have an effect of
how many injuries you get. This is entirely denied by developers, but from my
experience I really believe it happens.
At the start of the game, you should consider getting rid of all the unneeded players
with low potential from your first and second squad. Either sell or release, but handle
first team players with precaution, as you might upset the whole squad.
After you’re done with that, loan out any promising player you won’t use too much or
at all this season.
Myth or not, by doing this you will at least cut wages and have less players to be
unhappy about things at the club.
Versatility
You won’t have much success replacing your injured full back with a central defender
that can also play on one of the flanks.
Unlike previous versions, full backs are overpowered alongside wingers.
They now require a totally different set of attributes compared to centre-backs.
Attacking capable wing backs are now the most efficient
weapons. You can forget about the good POSITIONING and
ANTICIPATION type of player.
You can’t just have a player on the pitch playing in a position just because he is
competent at it - @got the green circle. You really need players that are suitable for
covering a position.

Squad Management
Their ATTRIBUTES should determine the positions where you decide to use them.
Handling this wrongly will most likely have a damaging effect on most of your players’
performances and therefore on your results.
Importance of subs
In FM14 and previous releases I was used to have two consecutive matches fielding
an entirely different starting line up in each. But this doesn’t seem to work as well as
before either.
In fact, I have noticed a huge difference during a match right after
making a couple of substitutions for example.
It’s like the game recalculates the quality of your 11 players on the pitch and gives
you a totally different game scenario. It was like this before, but with a much lower
intensity.
What’s going to be recalculated is now only the quality of your players currently on
the pitch, but their MORALE as well; so bringing on player with better morale than
ones taken off can seriously change the outcome of that game. But we will learn
more about it in future chapters.
Be very cautious about who you bring on the pitch and when to do it.
Condition
You must ensure you’ve got suitable backup for all your positions. NATURAL FITNESS
and STAMINA are usually indicators of a player’s condition. Other than these, pay
attention to INJURY PRONENESS, a hidden attribute of which you can hear about from
your coaching reports – especially if the attribute is low.
Also try to weigh how aggressive you players are and how much you ask them to
close down. In addition, a player with low WORK RATE will most likely get less tired
than one with the attribute closer to 20.
Based on these factors, your tactics and the given key attributes for each position,
you must figure out the number of players you really need in your senior squad.
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Squad Management
Example of a good squad depth
Because I want to continue this book in the same sense of giving answers and not just
theories, I will show you what I mean.
I decided to use FC Bayern to array how a very balanced and competitive squad
should look. Let’s see how well they can cope with a 4-5-1 tactic in this scenario:
SUBS:
Jose Manuel Reina
Rafinha
Mehdi Benatia
Holger Badstuber
Ylli Salahi
Mario Gotze
Claudio Pizzaro

INJURED PLAYERS :
Schweinsteiger
Franck Ribery
P. E. Hojbjerg
Thomas Muller
Sebastian Rode
Juan Bernat
With Neuer, one of the best goalkeepers in the game, and Liverpool’s former goalie,
Reina, you’ve got 2 Manuels, which are more than enough to protect your goal.
You’ve got Lahm and Rafinha to cover the right back. Rode could step in if they first
two are out. Alaba and Bernat are also very strong at left back. Sallahi is young and
maybe not too much of a player but he’s there if I get really unlucky.

Squad Management
With Dante, Boateng, Benatia and Badstuber you can easily realise you’re more than
well covered at the centre of your defence. Javi Martinez could also act as cover in
moments of great need.
At the centre of the pack, despite having Schweinsteiger, Hojbjeg and Rode out, I can
still rely on Xabi Alonso, Javi Martinez and Thiago. Gotze could also feature in the
most offensive role there.
There are also many options for the wings: Robben, Ribery, Shaquiri, Muller and
Gotze could anytime replace each other keeping the quality level very high. Alaba,
Rafinha and Bernat could also provide decent cover if we were facing an awful injury
crisis.
For the central forward role we’ve got Lewandowski and Muller to break apart the
opposition defence. Pizzaro, a backup option, is always eager to get involved. But
let’s not forget Robben and Gotze, as they could also provide cover in desperate
moments.
Following the given example, just try to have a squad of players ready to perform,
and don’t fill your squad with too many youngsters.
Don’t go too far with it
Have in mind that excessive cover can damage the morale of your squad. If you have
too many players that will get barely any play-time expect them to be unhappy.
They will come to you, and you will most likely be forced to make a promise. It can be
either to give them more time in the next month, loan them out or sell them. You
might get lucky and get away with just by challenging them to prove themselves, but
this won’t last forever.
Be very, but very cautious about unhappy players.
If you don’t stick to your promises expect them to tell everyone else at the club and
have a huge morale drop amongst your team.
If you see them repeating their unhappiness just let them go and try to offload him
without harming the senior squad.
Be extremely cautious with individuals that have an important SQUAD STATUS. They
usually expect more and have a stronger influence over the other players.
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Transfer Tips
Selling a player
Managers tend to use Offer to Clubs and set squad status to Not Needed by Club
when trying to get rid of a player. Other than that, there’s also a habit of sending
them to the 2nd team or keeping them on the bench forever.
This method will most likely decrease the value of the incoming bids.
I advise you to just set his squad status to Backup and wait. This will make other clubs
know that he’s probably not too expensive and soon he will most likely get interest.
Transfer Value drops when a player isn’t getting first team football. So if you can,
give him a few games without having your results suffer then go ahead and do it.
However, I wouldn’t recommend fielding players with lower than average morale
when possible – it will seriously affect your chances of winning.
Buying and Loaning Players
Don’t rush on making decisions about potential signings. In the first pre-season you
might not find many bargains out there. In fact, in most cases you will overpay.
Transfer Listed players are often cheaper and should be looked at. Remember to take
look at the Loan Listen players from time to time as well. You could get good starters
as well as really strong cover options for cheap.
Players nearing the end of their contracts are generally cheaper. When one get’s in
the area of having less than 12 months left, his transfer value starts decreasing.
6 months before the end of his contract, and you can either sign him for a small fee,
or just agree a pre-contract deal and wait for his contract to expire.
This is a useful technique which is worth following, especially when your finances
aren’t great. You could sign a player as good as Zakaria Bakkali for free if you’re lucky
and vigilant. And generally, when the prices for your targets are too high, either think
of a loan solution or maybe wait for other opportunities to arrive.
Don’t forget to check Home Ground status before deciding your transfer campaign.
And be cautious about changing too many players at once. Check your team’s recent
transfer activity. Chemistry is very important so make sure you don’t damage it!

Team Talks

Team Talks

After match performance of course, the most powerful method of influencing
MORALE is by giving Match Team Talks. And I’ve already mentioned how important
Morale is in the game: VERY.
You just can’t get these wrong and succeed on medium-long term.
So pay attention to this part and take a while to learn. Failing to master team talks
makes the difference between an average manager and a top one.
I’ll first explain how the different tones will work.
CALM is used to relax and remove pressure.
CAUTIOUS is used to avoid putting pressure.
PASSIONATE is used to encourage.
ASSERTIVE is like demanding.
AGGRESSIVE is used to fire-up your team.
You will find instructions for what tone to use in many scenarios. But, where you’re
left to choose between two options, remember to take into consideration these three
factors: Match Odds, Squad Ambition and your honest expectations.
All in all you must try to be honest with them. But it’s not as easy as it sounds, is it?
If you think you’re likely to lose a match, don’t tell them you expect a win – that will
only put pressure on them and if you do lose, their morale will decrease significantly.
By telling them to relax or wishing them good luck you will have them less nervous
during the match and behaving better after the loss.
So, when you have to choose ASSERTIVE or CALM. Just look at the match odds. If
you’re only slight favourite to win the match go with the second option.
Remember, the key is to avoid putting pressure and make your
players complacent. Obtaining more than that is a bonus.
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Pre-match
Regardless of your status, If your performed very well in your last match you, use this
as your first option:
Go out there and carry on from where you finished last match.
If you suffered a loss last time you met this opponent, you should use this answer:
I know a lot of you will be keen to avenge what happened last
time when we played X. Go out there and express yourselves.
Now, depending mostly on match odds, select a more lenient or severe tone:
Favourite
Venue

Recommended Talk

Tone

Home

I expect you to win & I have faith in you

ASSERTIVE and CALM

Away

I expect you to win & I think there’s a lot more to
come from you and I completely believe you got
what it takes.

ASSERTIVE or CALM

Underdog
Venue

Recommended Talk

Tone

Home

Go out there and impress me & I have faith in you

ASSERTIVE or CALM

Away

Go out there and impress me & I have faith in you

CALM and CAUTIOUS
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Half-Time
It is very important to remember what you said before kickoff. You shouldn’t criticise
them too much at half-time if you told them to relax initially. Same thing is valid the
other way around. You want to be somebody they trust, so don’t switch them off.
Favourite
Venue

Scenario

Recommended Talk

Tone

Home

Winning by
2+ goals

*Keep it up lads! & I’m happy with your efforts

ASSERTIVE

Away

Winning by
2+ goals

*I am pleased with your performance &
CALM and
I think there’s a lot more to come from you
PASSIONATE
and I completely believe you got what it takes.

Home
and
Away

Winning by
1 goal

Don’t get complacent out there &
I have faith in your ability

Home:
ASSERTIVE
Away:
PASSIONATE

Home

Drawing

I am not happy with your performance &
repeat individually where it’s accurate

ASSERTIVE

Away

Drawing

I’m far from pleased with what I just saw from
this team &You weren’t that bad but you could
still improve. I have faith in you.

ASSERTIVE
and
CALM

Home

Losing

Come on lads, show a bit of desire &
I am disappointed with your efforts.

AGGRESSIVE
and
CALM

Away

Losing

I am not happy with your performance &
I have faith in your ability

CALM

*after you’re managing a team for at least a season, use Don’t get complacent out
there if your squad is at least fairly ambitious.

Team Talks
Underdog
Even if your team isn’t very likely to win, you normally want to motivate your players
to do the impossible. However, by demanding too much you can damage their
confidence and make the nervous. More than that, you will tear apart your team’s
morale if you demand a lot and lose. Therefore, you should try to be more lenient
and encouraging with your players:
Venue

Scenario

Recommended Talk

Tone

Home

Winning by
2+ goals

*Keep it up lads! & I have faith in your ability

CALM and
PASSIONATE

Away

Winning by
2+ goals

*I’m happy with how things are going, keep it
up lads & I have faith in your ability

CALM

Home
and
Away

Winning by
1 goal

Don’t get complacent out there &
I have faith in your ability

CALM

Home

Drawing

I am pleased with how things are going, keep
it up & There’s a lot more to come from you
and I completely believe you got what it takes

CALM and
PASSIONATE

Away

Drawing

I am not happy with your performance &
I have faith in your ability

CALM

Home

Losing

I expect to see a much better showing from
you in the second half & There’s a lot more to
come from you and I completely believe you
got what it takes.

CALM

Away

Losing

Sow me something else in the second half &
I have faith in your

ASSERTIVE
and CALM

*after you’re managing a team for at least a season, use Don’t get complacent out
there if your squad is at least fairly ambitious.
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Full Time
You must remember what you said before kick-off and at half-time.
According to the result, be sure you don’t act as if you’re expectations were different
from what you said before the match – the players will react badly to that. You want
to try and increase the morale, but don’t get desperate.
The next chapter will show you some alternative ways of boosting your players’
morale.
Favourite
Venue

Result

Recommended Talk

Tone
Home:

Home
and
Away

Won by 2+
goals

Well done & after congratulating outstanding
performers - if any, repeat the first line

Home
and
Away

Won by 1
goal

Well done & after congratulating outstanding
performers - if any, repeat the first line

CALM

Home

Draw

That wasn’t good enough I’m afraid & move
on without giving any further individual talks

ASSERTIVE

Away

Draw

Not good enough & move on without giving
any further individual talks

ASSERTIVE

Home

Lost

You should be winning these matches & Not
happy with your performance

AGGRESSIVE
or
ASSERTIVE

Away

Lost

I’m far from pleased with what I just saw from
this team & move on

ASSERTIVE

PASSIONATE
Away:
ASSERTIVE
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Underdog
Venue

Result

Recommended Talk

Tone

Home
and
Away

Won by 2+
goals

I’m very happy with the result and the way
you’ve played &
Your efforts were crucial in our win

CALM

Home
and
Away

Won by 1
goal

Well done lads & after congratulating
outstanding performers - if any, repeat the first
line

CALM

Home

Draw

Away

Draw

Home

Lost

Away

Lost

Well done lads, you’ve just proved a lot of
people wrong in avoiding defeat out there! &
I was impressed with your efforts.

I’m far from pleased with what I just saw from
this team & move on
I am not happy with your performance out
there & move on

I am not happy with your performance out
there & I’m disappointed with…

PASSIONATE
and CALM

CAUTIOUS

CAUTIOUS

ASSERTIVE

Finally, bear in mind that the personality of each player, your
reputation as a manager and the relationships with your players
will determine how they react to given team talks.
Don’t expect maximum efficiency in your first season. It will take a while before you
can constantly have a great influence on your players and get remarkable results
from your team talks.

Team Talks

Touchline Talks
Touchline talks or In-match talks, as they are called, are very linked with a player’s
Body Language. They aren’t as powerful as Match Team Talks regarding MORALE, but
they can have a positive effect on a match.
Unlike regular team-talks, the touchline talks will affect only your tactics and the
body language of your players, more than your MORALE. I mainly use them to lift the
pressure off nervous players and to try and make complacent players react.
In fact, I believe only the encouraging shout can increase morale, if used right. Others
might as well, but only by small increments that are mostly unnoticeable.
Here’s a few ideas about how to use them:
AGGRESSIVE or ASSERTIVE – Show Some Passion – Use for players which are behaving
complacent or uninterested.
ASSERTIVE or CALM – Demand More – Use when you’re conceding a goal or playing
unconvincingly.
PASSIONATE or CALM – Encourage – I would normally use it just after they scored, if it’s
not very late in the game, of course.
PASSIONATE or CALM – No Pressure – Use for players which are nervous, repeatedly.
ASSERTIVE or CAUTIOUS – Tighten Up – Use when trying to conserve the result,
especially late in the game.
CALM or PASSIONATE – Push Forward – It’s telling them to bit a bit more fluid on the
attacking phase. Can work on brought-on subs if you need to score.
ASSERTIVE or CALM – Concentrate – it is the opposite of Get Creative, a couple of
tactical strictness shouts. They refer to the extent you want your team to follow your
exact instructions: more disciplined or more creative.

It is worth mentioning that alike Match Team Talks, Touchline
Talks better work after you have a season at the club and a higher
reputation and trust amongst the players.
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Alternative ways to increase Morale

Unless you players morale is superb, you should try to increase it at all cost. Team
talks are probably the most efficient way of doing that, but don’t limit yourself to it.
There can be many cases when you have a bad sequence of matches and your
performance isn’t anyhow helping you increase team morale, and neither team talks
are as responsive as you would expect.
But, even if your run is decent, you always want to improve morale and help your
good run continue.
To realise the importance of it, take a look at your striker’s performance whilst having
average to low morale; noted in the game as – Okay.
I’ve noticed that they are very less likely to score if their morale isn’t better than that.
Next, I’m going to show you a few methods that can get you out of trouble and
improve the level of your success:

Player interaction
Recommend Signing
You can ask for recommendation for a player or a staff member. But before
approaching a player you should take a look at his OVERVIEW – INFORMATION page.
Favoured Personnel could give you an idea of his relationships with others.
In addition, a player who was capped for his National Team is most likely to deliver an
answer to this as he knows other players from the international programs he was
involved in.
You can do it by going to a players’ page and hovering INTERACTION, SPEAK ABOUT,
ADVICE and selecting R ECOMMENDED SIGNING. You will then have to tell him what type
of player you’re looking for: position and squad status.
After answering all to all of his questions, he will either show you someone or tell you
he doesn’t know anyone suitable.
If he will find someone suitable to suggest, his morale will increase
by a small increment like from GOOD to VERY GOOD.

Alternative ways to increase Morale
The same technique can be used to ask for
staff member recommendations.
This is a very uncommon but effective method you should definitely take advantage
of. However, don’t ask this question more than two times in a few days, otherwise
you risk damaging the player’s morale, as he will get tired of giving you tips and he
will let you know it.
Praise and Criticise
When a player has an average rating of under 6.8 in the last three games, consider
criticising his RECENT FORM . If his form has been okay but he hasn’t done very well in
his last match, getting a rating of under 6.8, consider criticising his LAST GAME.
On the other hand, a player averaging over 7.5 in the last three games deserves a
PRAISE . If his form isn’t that good, maybe his last match was. Approach him
passionately about the subject and praise him for his performance.
Player who haven’t been booked in the last few games and have at least a decent
average match rating should be praised for their CONDUCT. Make sure you use a
passionate tone to obtain maximum effect.
But then, if you have a player who’s recently been red carded, assertively criticise his
CONDUCT and tell him he’s setting a bad example for the younger players.
Always congratulate your players’ achievements. Getting his first cap, winning the
Player of The Week award or scoring his first goal for his National Team could be
enough of reason to cheer to congratulate a player.

Sneaky Friendlies
During international breaks you will usually find enough time to arrange a couple of
friendlies. This is good to keep your unconvocated players’ match fitness level high,
and have a chance to increase your team’s morale.
I normally choose weak opponents. This is mainly because I want to make sure my
players perform better and get a significantly increased morale.
Right, but there’s something you might be able to do outside international breaks…
Try to squeeze a friendly between your fixtures.
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If the schedule and your fitness level allows room for a game , it might just be worth
the effort. Be careful when selecting your opponent though. Most of the times I
would choose the NEARBY TEAMS option and select the weakest available team – that
can be judged by the cost of arranging that fixture, displayed on the right.
By playing at Home and with a very weak opponent, your players won’t get too tired,
so there’s a good chance you can profit of this and improve your future results.

Contracts
However, there might be times when you don’t have space for friendly matches; or
when neither technique will be available. What to do then?
Offering players a new contract is desperate measure that’s not very efficient and
will usually be a few days late. But if you plan to renew some contracts at the end of
the season anyway, do it in advance and for a group of players at the same time. It
would be ideal to combine it with morale boosting other techniques and make it
worthwhile.

Take advantage of your other squads
If your second squad is not empty and you don’t mind browsing junk, there’s a
chance you might find a few players with good morale which could have an impact on
a match of your first team. Same goes with your youth squad. If senior team’s morale
is very low, consider recruiting a few decent players from the other squads with much
better morale. At least look for a striker with Very Good MORALE. Trust me, it can
make a difference!

Tutoring
Tutoring can also improve morale as long as both players involved agree to start
working together. U23 players can be tutored. But have in mind, the tutee can’t be
older than his tutor and must have at least equal, if not higher SQUAD STATUS.
Successful tutoring will be achieved when selecting players with similar personalities.
Tutoring also affects the tutee’s Determination attribute. So make sure you don’t
tune down a youngsters’ good ambition level in your attempt to increase morale.

Press Conferences

Press Conferences

Although it’s always been a controversial matter amongst fellow managers,
conferences do have an influence on your performance. And even if it’s not that big,
you know that games can be won by just having the slimmest advantage.
Many prefer to let an assistant manager they trust do the job for
them. I would advise you to use the do it yourself approach.
Before handling conferences you need to know a thing or two about squad. Your
players will react according to their personality and to their hidden attribute called
PRESSURE. Scouting and coaching reports can provide useful information regarding
this. And remember, a player who enjoys big matches can generally handle pressure
very well.
After learning about your squad personality, have a look at the Match Odds. They
represent the normal expectations you should have for your next game. And of
course, after considering these, you have to be honest with yourself and try to
predict the most likely outcome according to your beliefs. Put that altogether and you
will know how to approach the media.
Unlike team talks or private chats, you don’t have the option to choose the tone of
your sayings in press conferences. That’s because it’s basically included in each of the
various answers you can select from.
The majority of questions asked in a press conference will provide you with five
answers to choose from. Usually, the 3rd is like the most neutral one. Think of it like
being a some sort of skip button. Use it when you’re unsure about what to say.
All you want to do is avoid making your players feel overconfident
or nervous, and motivate them if possible.
Whilst too much praise can cause complacency amongst your squad, criticising
unfairly or too much when the morale is already low can disrupt the locker room
atmosphere.
The main reason of choosing to at attend press conference myself is because I want
to avoid ending good streaks. I noticed the speech can do more harm than good if
you don’t try to balance the overall confidence and keep players focused.
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Press Conferences
I would recommend using either the 2nd or the 4th answer for the
majority of questions asked.
It acts like a safety measure. If you get it slightly wrong, it will only do a bit of harm
and you are very likely to get away with it.
Generally look for a slight positive answer, although, a very ambitious squad will want
to prove you wrong most of the times.
Think of what real managers say most of the time…
those same old annoying lines.
Yes, those apparently silly and empty words, like:
There are no easy games in modern football;
Anyone can beat anyone else in this league;
We’re only to be considered favourites because we’re playing at home.
How many times have you heard managers of league table leaders saying one of
those things before facing an opponent that’s only fighting to avoid relegation?
Couldn’t count really, but one thing’s for sure: many more times than you wanted to.
Do you think they just say it because they don’t have anything else to say?
Well, this can be probably true, but aside one’s intelligence, remember they do go to
courses and meetings for improving or maintaining their coaching badge, and they
get told to use this kind of stuff. These are tested and proven approaches that most
of them blindly follow.
Now I’m telling you to do the same!
As much as you don’t like them speeches, they are effective and
can help you maintain the squad’s motivation level and focus.
Post-match press conferences work the same way. Don’t give too much praise unless
you’ve obtained a really exceptional result, and don’t cross the line with criticising
too much when you don’t have to. Finally, there’s only one more thing I’d like to add:
The only way of learning the art of balancing the squad’s motivation is by doing it!

Proven Performers Shortlist

Proven Performers Shortlist

This is a shortlist of proven players which is meant to help you at the start of the
game. According to the expectations and your budget of course, feel free to grab any
of these to ensure you have convincing squad depth by the start of the season.
Remember that you have to make an offer before hitting Continue after starting a
game, otherwise those FREE AGENTS or potential bargains might slip through you
hands. So, once a deal is accepted, don’t be afraid to delay the transfer two times for
a week - if you expect to sell someone to get more funds in the meanwhile.

Goalkeepers
Name
Itumeleng Khune
Silviu Lung Jr
Agustín Marchesín
Salvatore Sirigu

Currently at
Kaizer Chiefs
Astra
Lanús
PSG

Value
€700k
€1M
€3.1M
€5.5M

~ Asking Price
€1.2M
€1.5M
€5M
€5.5M

Currently at
FC Midtjylland
Porto
Palermo
FC Red Bull Salzburg
Celtic
Galatasaray

Value
€2.1M
€800k
€2.6M
€1.1M
€3.2M
€3.4M

~ Asking Price
€2.1M (clause)
€2.5M
€2.8M
€3.5M
€5M
€5.25M

Currently at
Stade Reims
Genk
Catania
Atlético Mineiro
Leeds

Value
€1.6M
€1.9M
€2.7M
€4.9M
€3.7M

~ Asking Price
€1.8M
€2.7M
€7.25M
€7.75M
€11.5M

Central Defenders
Name
Erik Sviatchenko
Diego Reyes
Ezequiel Muñoz
Martin Hinteregger
Efe Ambrose
Semih Kaya

Right Backs
Name
Christopher Glombard
Anele
Gino Peruzzi
Marcos Rocha
Sam Byram
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Left Backs
Name
Juninho
Samuel Souprayen
Brayan Angulo
Carles Planas
Bryan Oviedo
José Luis Gayá

Currently at
Palmeiras
Dijon
Ludogorets
Celta
Everton
Valencia

Value
€525k
€850k
€675k
€1.7M
€7M
€2.4M

~ Asking Price
€245k (contract)
€1M
€2.2M
€6M
€6.25M
€17M

Currently at
Start
Rijeka
Karabükspor
R. Betis
River
Estudiantes (LP)
Vélez

Value
€115k
€275k
€2.5M
€4.8M
€2.7M
€2.7M
€3.6M

~ Asking Price
€115k
€525k
€4M
€5.75
€6.5M
€7M
€8.5M

Currently at
Palermo
AaB
Portland
AA Gent
São Paulo
Palermo
Internacional
Dynamo Kyiv

Value
€1.9M
€1.6M
€2.2M
€1M
€6.5M
€3.2
€7.75M
€2.2M

~ Asking Price
€1.9M
€2.8M
€3.5M
€4.6M
€5.75M
€7.25M
€9M
€10.25M

Defensive Midfielders
Name
Kristoffer Ajer
Moisés
Samba Sow
Lorenzo Reyes
Matías Kranevitter
Gastón Gil Romero
Lucas Romero

Attacking Midfielders
Name
Franco Vázquez
Nicolaj Thomsen
Diego Valeri
Renato Neto
Ganso
Paulo Dybala
Charles Aránguiz
Sergiy Sydorchuk
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Right Wingers
Name
Ítalo Melo
Borek Dockal
Adama Traoré
Pione Sisto
Víctor Ibarbo
Daniel
Éverton Ribeiro

Currently at
Free Agent
Sparta Praha
Barcelona 'B'
FC Midtjylland
Cagliari
Botafogo
Cruzeiro

Value
€0
€1.6M
€2.1M
€2.5M
€5.25M
€2.4M
€10.5M

~ Asking Price
€0
€2.5M
€3.1M
€3.2M (clause)
€8.5M
€9.25M
€15M

Currently at
Free Agent
Al-Quwa Al-Jawiya
Neman Grodno
Sparta Praha
Getafe
Marseille

Value
€0
€325k
€150k
€3.8M
€3.2M
€7.25M

~ Asking Price
€0
€350k
€150k (contract)
€6M
€7.5M
€11M

Currently at
Free Agent
Atlético Mineiro
FC København
Chivas
Fuli
Burnley

Value
€0
€2.4M
€3.8M
€1.3M
€2.5M
€7M

~ Asking Price
€0
€2.7M
€6M
€7.25M
€7.5M
€8.5M

Left Wingers
Name
Ezequiel Criado
Humam Tariq
Pavel Savitskiy
Ladislav Krejci
Pablo Sarabia
André Ayew

Strikers
Name
André Senghor
André
Andreas Cornelius
Carlos Fierro
Abderrazak Hamedallah
Danny Ings

The mentioned prices are roughly what you will be asked in the first transfer period.
If you can’t find the player through search, go to the team’s page and try to find him
there - it might be due to the lack of SCOUTING KNOWLEDGE. If this doesn’t work either,
then your database size is probably too small and they weren’t loaded in the game.
So go ahead and check our the first chapter to see how to set the best advanced
database settings.
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Having read through these pages, I hope you can now use the learned points to turn
them into a successful career on your favourite game.
Hopefully, this guide has inspired those who are interested in
becoming a better manager.

This guide has given you the tools to learn how to effectively manipulate your team’s
performances and it’s now up to you to go forth and experiment, in order to not only
achieve, but overcome your goals.
I have the last bit of advice for you next:
Take your time to use the assets given throughout the pages, and don’t rush things.
Don’t expect to achieve too much in your first season. Think of what happens in real
life. You need a bit of time to impose your style: solidifying a new philosophy and
building up a good chemistry within your squad.
You should have by now realised that the eBook delivers what it promises:
#You won’t get lists of wonderkids,
but you will get a shortlist of performers!
#You won’t get bored with how tactics work,
but you will get a few proven working tactics!
#You won’t get premises about how team talks work,
but you will get the right answers!
#I won’t just tell you how the game works,
BUT HOW TO WIN AT IT !

So go out and spread the word,
your feedback is the way to praise this work!
Remember to follow us in order to stay tuned and updated!

facebook.com/THERAUMDEUTER &
@DIERAUMDEUTER on twitter

